
Learning Goals: 

•  Know where clay comes from 
•  Understand what clay is 

•  Know what ceramic means 
•  Understand how the ceramic process works 

By Marcine Linder 



Clay as seen in nature 

Clay = Alumina + silica + water.  



Collecting clay for ceramics?  Oxford Clay (Jurassic) exposed near Weymouth, England.  



The Gay Head cliffs in  Martha’s vineyard 
consist almost entirely of clay.  

Deforestation in Atlantic Forest Rio de Janeiro - Brazil. 
This hill was deforestated in order to use its clay in civil 
construction (brick making) in Barra da Tijuca. 



Ancient Bowl (7th–6th millennium B.C., Halaf period : Syria, 
Tell Halaf)(…painted diamond pattern similar to Hemaka Disk 
on the inner rim) 



An old brick wall in English bond 
laid with alternating courses of 
headers and stretchers 



Pictured: A Chinese Song Dynasty(960-1279 AD) cizhou-type stoneware vase with sgrafitto decoration and 
carved white slip under a transparent colorless glaze; made in the 11th century, most likely in Dengfeng 
County of Henan province. 



















Cone pack before firing. The 
different colors are for different 
temperature cones. They are also 
stamped with the cone number. 

Cone pack after firing. The 
lowest temperature cone has 
melted.  







Your greenware pot is then 
fired slowly to bake all of 
the moisture out of the clay. 
This first partial firing or 
bisque cermamics firing 
hardens the greenware so it 
can be handled without 
breaking. 

After the pot has been fired 
once it is called bisque or 
bisque ceramics  



To the right are greenware 
pots being loaded into the kiln 
to be bisque fired.  

If you look closely you can see 
how they are packed in very 
tightly, even touching each 
other and the kiln posts. 

You can also see that some 
have been stacked carefully 
inside one another. This can 
only be done with greenware 
because it has not been 
glazed yet. 



The temperature (during the bisque fire) at which clay 
becomes hard and durable 

Reduction - Firing with reduced oxygen in the kiln. 

Oxidation - Firing with a full supply of oxygen. Electric 
kilns fire in oxidation. Oxides show bright colors.  

Vitrification - The firing of pottery to the point of 
glossification, the transformation of a substance into a 
glass  

Peephole - A small observation hole in the wall or door of 
a kiln.  



Ceramics which have been fired once are called bisque pottery. 

At this stage they are glazed.  

Glaze - A thin coating of glass. An impervious silicate coating, 
which is developed in clay ware by the fusion under heat of 
inorganic materials  

Gloss Glaze - A shiny reflective gloss.  

Matt Glaze - A dull glaze surface, not very reflective when fired. It 
needs a slow cooling period or it may turn shiny.  

Satin Glaze - A glaze with medium reflectance, between matt  
and gloss.  

Transparent Glaze - Transmits light clearly.  



Glaze firing - The final firing, with glaze. 

Crazing - The cracking of a glaze on a fired 
pot. It is the result of the glaze shrinking 
more than the clay body in cooling process. 

Crawling - A bare spot (from the shrinking 
of a glaze) on a finished piece where oil or 
grease prevents the glaze from adhering to 
pottery.   




